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H-TEC's Tutorial Pro T203 is a more extensive kit than the Junior Basic J101 or Tutorial Basic T126 that allows

experiments accros a wide range of hydrogen applications, including automotive applications. This kit consist of

single components, such as solar module, PEM electrolyzer, hydrogen and oxygen storage tanks, PEM fuel cell and

fan (for electric load); each with magnetic base for modular arrangement on a base plate. The kit also includes a

fully dismantable and oversized PEM fuel cell and a instructional textbook with informations about the fuel cell

technology and instructions for a variety of experiments.

The Tutorial Pro allows you to run solar experiments to power the electrolyzer and collect the generated hydrogen

and oxygen gases in the storage tanks. Then, you can use the gases for the PEM fuel cell to generate power for

either the H2/O2 or H2/Air mode. This kit also provides the opportunity to build a self contained solar hydrogen

system or fill up a hydrogen powered model car with its' own solar hydrogen station.

Includes:

Electrolyzer Cell 5

Storage 30 (2x)

Fuel Cell Hydrogen/Oxygen/Air

Fuel Cell Kit Hydrogen/Oxygen/Air (dismantable)

Solar Module Tutorial

Fan Tutorial

Metal Base Plate

Vehicle Plate and accessories

Fuel Cell Technology Book

Experiments possible with the Tutorial Pro T203:

Assembling a fuel cell

Producing and storing hydrogen and oxygen

Determining characteristic curve of solar panel

Operating the fuel cell with hydrogen and oxygen 2:1

Determining characteristic curve of electrolyser

Determining electrolyzer efficiency

Learning about Faraday’s laws

Determining characteristic curves of fuel cell

Determining fuel cell efficiency

Determining decomposition voltage of water

Storing electrical energy from wind by using hydrogen technology

Demonstrating a complete renewable hydrogen energy system

For the blue experiments listed above you will also need the Measurement Set.

For the green experiments listed above you will also need the Wind Generator.


